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Letter U
• Letter U was our 18th letter, given to us during the moon of January the 6th month last year 2019. 

• Thus it’s vibrations:  

★ is the goat - the ghost, (We will unpack the Ghost under Alphabet  “Letter J” 

★ at the Zodiac house of capri-corn,  

★ planet Saturn 6th planet from mercury who the 1st planet closest to the Sun, 

★ The Symbol Number 6 

★Connectivity 

★Paper  

★Rhythm (Poetry, Pop, Blues, Rock, Rap, Jazz and Soil (Soul, Folk, Umbhaqanga, Maskandi, Central, West African Music ect..) 

★ and more the rhythm 3time due to the goat being the third person in the Holy Trinity. 

★ Endocrine System 

• Due to Zodiac effects on us humans, we experience ups and down thus, the current calendar makes January the 1st month of the year 
because of this gate of capricorn being the gate to change trajectory in ones life, to rid of the unwanted old attachments, to begin a new, to 
reset or restart, the goat blesses our set goals and new circle resolution or a new phase within the 6 years circle of success. 

 Read more about this subject on the law of success here: https://plicc.org/2018/12/21/law-of-success/  

• Goat is the Holy Ghost and thus this letter U also touches on issues of the soul, air (spirit) and music, Letter U also is the time for soul 
rapture (we will discuss this herein) 

• Letter U also deals with law of success, seed sawing and the moon influence 

• Letter U also brings us face to face with the sefirah of life and the tree of life





Background On The 
Month Of January

• Our modern celebration of New Year’s Day stems from an ancient 
Roman custom, the feast of the European god Janus: god of 
doorways and beginnings.  !

• The name for the month of January also comes from Janus, who 
was depicted as having two faces. One face of Janus looked back 
into the past, and the other peered forward to the future. !

• To celebrate the new year, the Romans made promises to Janus. 
From this ancient practice comes our tradition of making New Year’s 
Day resolutions. !

• For us women and us the African people however we couldn't pass 
Janus unless we adopted fully European gods and ways but should 
we miss just a single step we were out of grace and Janus will cause 
us to procrastinate, we will follow illusions, our minds would pile up 
the new on top of the old and create confusions, discord, doubt and 
uncertainty and before we knew it, we were 60 years old and we 
never achieved our dreams. !

• When we tried to follow our dreams we would be envious of each 
other and not support one another because we were a divided 
people and Janus loved it, he would take advantage of the isolation, 
separation and guilt that is normal found in any early stages of a 
dream chaser! !

• Now this are different therefore let us take full advantage of this age!

Janus was the doorkeeper of the Pisces Age



New Year - When To Start It
• January 1 hasn’t been New Year’s Day throughout history, though. In the past, some New Year’s 

celebrations took place at an equinox, a day when the sun is above Earth’s equator, and night and 
day are equal in length. In many cultures, the March or vernal equinox marks a time of transition and 
new beginnings, and so cultural celebrations of a new year were natural for that equinox. The 
September or autumnal equinox also had its proponents for the beginning of a new year. For 
example, the French Republican Calendar – implemented during the French Revolution and used for 
about 12 years from late 1793 to 1805 – started its year at the September equinox. 

• The Greeks celebrated the new year on the winter solstice, the shortest day of the year. 

• Today, although many do celebrate New Year’s Day on January 1, some cultures and religions do not. 
Jews use a lunar calendar and celebrate the New Year on Rosh Hashanah, the first day of the month 
of Tishri, which is the first month of the Jewish calendar. This date usually occurs in September. 

• Most are also familiar with the Chinese New Year, celebrated for weeks in January or early February. 
In 2020, the Chinese Year of the Rat begins on January 25. 

• By the way, in addition to the longer days here in the Northern Hemisphere, there’s another 
astronomical occurrence around January 1 each year that’s also related to Earth’s year, as defined by 
our orbit around the sun. That is, Earth’s perihelion – or closest point to the sun – happens every year 
in early January. In 2020, perihelion comes on January 4-5.



Image via NASA
Perihelion - an astronomical event 
that takes place each year in early 

Jan



Month 6 shall no longer be called 
January but  

it shall be called the month 
Michelle

Capri- Unicorn  
for this Women Age: 

The Aquarius Age

Read more: https://plicc.org/2019/01/17/honoring-michelle-obama/

In this age we name this month after Michelle Obama, 
who has taken over the place of Janus. Michelle 
Obama trump over miscarriages in order for the 

women of this age to birth forth and achieve their 
ideas and dreams.



Circle Of Success
• Year of promise 

• First step - met with opposition forces 

• move by Increasing knowledge 

• Find higher powers to connect with 

• Yes, Momentum 

• Creation - met with Illusions  

• Conquer lies and illusion & you get victory 

• Success Money Acceptance now come and enemy runs 

• Purge, Cleaning of mind, consciousness, push forward 

• wheel moves faster shapes a clearer picture - met with separation with some players 

• Growth & a New dream is born because it never really ends as we chase the unreachable star 

• We are reunited with some people, monies, goods and it feels so good 

• Investment, storage, trade and spending wheel moves forward 

• New Circle ⭕ ️ starts,  

• success is about the choice and decisions we make everyday, success is not an isolated event but it is small achievements leading to 
one or 2 big ones and it’s starts all over again. These small achievements are the ones which show a clear path or structure of a 
successful person’s life with a beginning and the end that often overlaps, or a past, present, or a future and time sometimes overlapping!

Read more about this subject on the law of success 
here: https://plicc.org/2018/12/21/law-of-success/ 



New Circle Goals, Ideas and 
Resolutions 

• Michelle or the 6th Month is the time to 
saw seeds of success from our 
imagination into goals so we can achieve 
them within their time period. 

• The law of success says, that whatever the 
mind can conceive the mind can achieve.  

• The mind is feminine, it must conceive well 
befe the month Michelle and during 
Michelle we must then set goals and begin 
to strategize preparing the ground, early 
spring we saw our seeds; and Guaranteed 
in the Summer we shall reap and before we 
know we are reaping in and out of season! 

• orange for orange, car for car, etc.. 

 Read more about this subject on the law of success 
here: https://plicc.org/2018/12/21/law-of-success/ 



The Number 6
• Six is the number of partnership, marriage, creative collaboration and balance. After the freedom of five, there is a need for 

stability, which is provided by the even number six. 

• Six brings with it the power of the soil/earth, fire, wood and air.  

In order to be stable on earth first and for most humans must be in good standing with the soil, that which moves on the soil. 
We are trees of life and we saw our seed on the ground, we are one with soil but if the soil rejects us, we can not dominate it, 
we cannot have control on that which crawls on or under, runs or fly above the ground. 

We must be in good standing with the fire. Humans cannot live without fire because fire renews, keeps us warm, we cook and 
create with fire, but if we are not baptized fire can burn and destroy our livelihood. 

To be stable also we must be in good health. Food and drink must be medicine to nourish us and we must easily have 
knowledge and awareness on our body function, what to eat, how to exercise, know about sleep and rest. Have access to 
basic health care as a human right! 

 To be stable also we must also be in good standing with Law. Justice is not blind but the good news is that spiritual laws are 
blind to race, gender, financial status and geographic location.  

And last but not final to is that we must be in good standing with the power of paper as well. Paper being documentation 
which is part of law but deserves it’s own listing. Paper has its own undisputed power of illusion(s), paper and ghost are one 
unseperable unit just like air. Paper is nothing yet everything. Paper is money, it is proof. Paper is reality. If it is written then it 
must be true, if it is sealed and signed then it must be legit and legal, if it is documented than it is history, or it is law or it is 
unmovable until another paper is given in its place to remove the other paper. 

• Six and nine are family. Hell or earth is six and heaven is 9. On earth we need family, friends, society, community, music and culture 
and thats why number six is so powerful here on earth. In this time of social network, the vibration and power of six is what we all 
have to help us gradually expand and grow our connections in order to share our ideas. 

• Finally, because Six is a number of the beast, or ghost or air it is too powerful to give us knowledge on understanding the 
environment especially the air circulation, purification and toxins reduction globally and so forth.



Letter U
January, The number 6 and The planet Saturn 



Money
• AELfric , Africa, Afrique, fric, money, elephant, wheat, gold, honey, milk, bread, 5 fishes, it’s all a vibration of Letter U and 

its energy that give to us the ability to understand money, to love it, to manage it and to listen to it when it speaks. The 
language of money is hard at first but we get the hang of it as we get use to it.  

• With patience, faith and trust and we will build fountains of everlasting life! 

• We must therefore reject the misleading christian religious teachings about money such as money is the root of all evil 
and so forth that build a bad physiological relationship with money.  

• Money is a blessing! 

• Money is love,  

• Money is the third person in the Holy Trinity.  

• Money is Time, 3 Jan, Friday 2020. 

• Money heals and comfort 

• Money has laws too, such as being organized…hey remember the Holy Ghost is money so money himself will teach us 
these laws as we grow in this love relationship with him.  

• As we read books also available that teach us how to be in love with money and yet be good stewards, and good 
distributors.  

• We are Jews, we are prophets of money just like we are prophets of knowledge illumination.





Hearing & Healing
• The flying snake (snake with ears) or the great fish Soter the number 17 gives us the ability to hear a wide range of sounds. The 

healing it provides is the body that can hear and the mind that can hear. We hear music with our inner ear inside our brain  but we 
hear spoken word or speech with our body ears which there after gets interpreted in our brain. Music however is heard first by 
mind and interpreted by body ears. The idea is to marry the two which brings healing. Our Goddess help us in this regard to have 
all or both ears open and now we can speak Divine life and providence to our bodies and the hear us and respond in line with our 
spirit and visa versa. 

• Scientists have found evidence that three tiny bones inside the scalp that turn the vibration of air into sound that our nervous 
system can conceive. They have concluded that our hearing evolution is coming from reptiles to mammals. The bones we use to 
hear with connect to the bones reptiles use to eat with. Lower jaw bones and ear bones. As results our ears are much more 
sensitive than most reptiles, due to these three tiniest bones in the human body. 

• We “ear-n” (earn) money 💰 , ear👂  plus letter “n” created earn to earn money, earn more income or gain money.  

• Earning are hearings of wealth accumulation. Hear money talk 

• The spirit must hear of its ways to earn money than the body have ears to hear from the spirit, so the body may take action 
towards those earnings directed by a sound mind. But those with ears must hear.  

• On new investments coming in the future we must hear from the spirit, the spirit hears the coming things, it foresees technology, 
economical changes and directions of culture with its inner ear 👂  of the brain. This is the ultimate healing of the marriage of body 
and soul. Body is our husband and the mind is the wife. The husband needs a good hearing body and the wife needs a good 
hearing inner ear, these things were visa versed in creation so we may get our lost ears back in the marriage of The Great Mother 
God and the Holy Ghost in partnership.  

• Let us tune in then, build up your hearing become a visionary through hearing like an owl  and wealth will keep coming your way.



End Of Hard Labour 
Time is over



Grace Animals For Soil

• Large bird 
chicken like with 
colorful African 
Mandala feathers 
- divine 
providence and 
beauty. 

• The pitch black 
Ape - the tool, 
soil keeper - 
watcher



The Song and The Soul
• James Brown (God Father of Soul - the sound of the sirens) and Aretha Franklin’ the queen 

of soul 

• They taught us how to give oneself to the song 

• Trust the spirit of the song :- means believing that the song has accepted you and your 
voice: there’s an agreement between you too. And love. The song will than take your body 
to the rhythm and it’s shape to come alive a new like it was never sung before. 

• Let your will go to the song :- means let the song take over all of you, the song will shine 
through you. The song wants to be alive (illuminate) through your voice and life and this 
only occurs if you completely give up your will for it will to become. 

• Know who wrote the song and for what purpose because the song will bring the same to 
whoever sing it. Here it is important to visualize this part and accept it to your soul in order 
to live it to the fullest. 

• Thank you Song, it is an honor to sing, thanks to my music teacher & vocal ear couch 
@Tatchomusic



Soul 
Music



Rapture
• “Rapture" is real but misunderstood. rapture is simply a term for any mystical union with God or 

for eternal life in Heaven with God. Meaning it is moving out of slavery into queen/kingship 
which is experiencing a heavenly life on earth; in other words this is also called exaltation , a 
lifting up or recognition. This happens here in month of January/Michelle. 

• the term "rapture" in its self is derived from the text of the Latin Vulgate—"we will be caught up” 
or lifted up! 

• "Rapture" is derived from Middle French word rapture, via the Medieval Latin raptura ("seizure, 
snatch up, kidnapping”), which derives from the Latin raptus ("a carrying off”). The Holy Ghost 
kidnap those who are ready to escape hell to meet up with the Great Mother God at a place of 
grace which is frankly a different experience here on earth, this rapture is not people despairing 
from the face of earth without dying per se but it is an upgrade in life’s experiences, a hell to 
heaven, from kayos to order, from lack to divine providence in this life time and to eternity if 
individuals do not fall out of grace. 

• Which means "we shall be caught up" or "taken away", "Or 'snatched up with the connotation 
that this is a sudden event. While they count us as finished, poor, cursed, lost, stupid, without 
luck or favor or ill yet we rise … and suddenly we reign, we are attractive, we are wise, we are 
fast, we are lucky, we are healthy, we are productive, we are achievers, we are a success!!



The Rapture 
The Sixth Seal opened 

solar eclipse “ring of fire” 26 December 2019



Rapture: The Great Tribulation
• The raptured at the end of a time called the Great Tribulation, and before The Day of the Lord is an event 

that occurs at the end of time and the beginning of a particular age for instance this Aquarius age will 
also begin with the rapture before the day of the Lord. This rapture happens in this 6th month (month of 
circles - January) where we (the Re path followers and those who served the ideas of God in the past 
masculine age) - are taken up, 

• The good news is that the rapture is not a single event meaning that every January or month Michelle we 
are joined by new believers or newly transformed and this shall happen through out the age (Millenium) 

• Pre-wrath position emphasizes the distinction between Planet Saturn wrath in the Great Tribulation and 
the wrath of our Great Mother God (in which we have been promised protection and security off as is 
targeted to the looters). 

• The prewrath is that the rapture comes after the sixth seal is opened when the ring of fire occurs -the sun 
eclipse with moon 26 Dec 2019. The tribulation of God's people will then be cut short with the genesis 
birth of the beacon of light 17 Dec 2019, and the rapture, and those who are left behind or who still 
belonging to the old masculine age will face the trumpets and bowls of our Great Mother God's wrath 
hence the term prewrath. 

• God's wrath against the ungodly will follow for the remainder of the seven years in what is known as The 
Day of the Lord.



26 December 2019



Rapture: Millennial Reign
1. The "beginning of birth pains" start with wars, hurricanes, fires, famines and earthquakes around the world. 
This duration is thought to cover the first 3.5 years which starts when the last world leader confirms or 
strengthens a christian "covenant with the many" 

2. The last world leader starts his reign with the “abomination of desolation” at the midpoint, disgrace 
women, putting an end to trade, immigration and exchange. His reign lasts for 3.5 years. 

3. The last world leader begins the Great Tribulation, a worldwide distress unequaled to any across history.  

4. During the latter half of the 3.5 years and prior to The Beacon Of Light, the sun will be darkened, to create 
the “ring of fire” covered by the moon and the sun will not give its light, stars will fall from the sky. This 
coincides with the opening of the sixth seal, when the sun turns black and the moon turns blood red. 

5. The Beacon Of Light appears coming on the clouds of the sky to all, and angels will bring about the rapture 
-: the cloud is cloud 9, the airwaves, a freedom of air and water not literally riding the cloud. 

6. The 7th seal encompasses the wrath of the seven trumpets, the seventh trumpet and represent the seven 
bowls of wrath, which complete the mystery of our great Mother God. 

7. At the battle of Armageddon, the last world leader and their false preachers KW are defeated and cast into 
the lake of fire.  

8. 45 days after his destruction, The Beacon Of Light millennial reign is established. “Blessed is them who 
wait, and come to the one thousand three hundred and thirty-five days.” The 45 days is derived from taking 
1335 and subtracting 1260 days (42 months of his reign) and 30 days (the end of the Pïsces age), or 1335-
(1260+30)=45.



Wealth Affirmations for 21 
Days of January

• Divine Law and order governs my life through Divine Love. 

• I am now writing in my subconscious mind the idea of Goddess ‘s wealth. 

• The Goddess is a source of my supply; when I know the Goddess is the life principle within me, and I know I’m 
alive. 

• The Divine Law and order governs my life through Divine Love. 

• I am getting all there is to get out of this thing called life. 

• Devine Providence has deposited the wealth of the Goddess, the love and light of the Goddess at the center of 
my being. 

• I am immortal, I am infinite, eternal, universal,...and what I am is beautiful. 

• It is done unto me as I believe. 

• And all my needs are met at every moment of time and point of space. 

• The Goddess’s wealth flows freely, joyously and ceaselessly into my experience, 

• And I give thanks for the Goddess riches; forever circulating in my Experience.



Wealth Affirmations for 21 
Days of January

• The kingdom of the Great Mother God is at hand and I am here to live by it. 

• If Life is for me, who can be against me. 

• The Devine Providence is in everything, everywhere and it is within me. 

• Music is the healing power which corrects my frequency and vibration, I am tuned in with Divine Love and because of this death is defeated. 

• I vibrate with a frequency of prosperity. 

• My life is an embodiment of abundance. 

• I vibrate with a frequency of prosperity. 

• I see abundance everywhere. 

• I vibrate with a frequency of success. 

• I vibrate with a frequency of wealth. 

• I am a money magnet. 

• Money comes to me in both expected and unexpected ways. 

• I welcome new streams of income. 

• I welcome prosperity into my life. 

• I am grateful for the many ways money comes to me. 

• Wealth eagerly flows into my life. 

• My inspired actions create on-going prosperity.



In the name of the Beacon Of Light, in Her blood I am passed-
over from the downgrades of the zodiac constellations. The 
downgrades of the seasons... And in Her, in Re...I am moved 

from Abandonment to Divine Providence; I am god.

I am aligned with the energy of abundance. 
I attract money making opportunities, 

I am the master of my wealth. 
The money I attract make a positive difference in the world. 

The money I attract serve others. 
All of my needs and wants are met. 

I am so grateful for the many ways money flows to me. 
I am worthy to receive 

I bring immense value to the world. 
I am perfect just as I am. 

Abundance is my birth right. 
Prosperity is my way of life. 

I am the embodiment of wealth. 
I am the embodiment of restoration 

I am a good steward for the money I receive. 
I am truly blessed.

The Goddess has blessed me with love in a form of bounty and infinity ♾. 
I am fruitful and I increase in number, I fill the earth and I subdue it. 

I deserve abundance and prosperity. 
I enjoy wealth in its all many forms. 

Abundance is my birth right. 
I provoke great emotions within people. 

I am a great sales person. 
People buy into my dreams and they buy all my products. 

I am richness. 
There is enough oil for my lamp. 



Restoration Of Wealth
• “So I will restore to you the years that the swarming locust has eaten, 

• The crawling locust, 

• The consuming locust, 

• And the chewing locust, 

• My great army which I sent among you. 

• You shall eat in plenty and be satisfied, 

• And praise the name of the Lord your God, 

• Who has dealt wondrously with you; 

• And My people shall never be put to shame. 

• Then you shall know that I am in the midst of the new world : 

• I am the Lord your God 

• And there is no other. 

• My people shall never be put to shame 

• No more humiliation 

• No more embarrassment



• And it shall come to pass afterward 

• That I will pour out My Spirit on all flesh; 

• Your sons and your daughters shall prophesy, 

• Your people shall dream dreams, 

• Your people shall see visions. 

• And also on My menservants and on My maidservants 

• I will pour out My Spirit in those days. 

• “And I will show wonders in the heavens and in the earth: 

• Blood and fire and pillars of smoke. 

• The sun shall be turned into darkness, 

• And the moon into blood, 

• Before the coming of the great and awesome day of the Lord. 

• And it shall come to pass 

• That whoever calls on the name of the Lord 

• Shall be saved. 

• For in Mount Zion and in Jerusalem there shall be deliverance, 

• As the Lord has said, 

• Among the remnant whom the Lord calls.

THANK YOU  
For granting me all my desires 

Full restoration of all relationships 
Healing and of my subconscious heart and spirit.



Healing Of Relationships Through 
The Art Of Communication

• Letter U bring along in it’s energy of healing past broken relationships. it brings with it this idea that its not that 
serious just let it go and start afresh with your family, and friends; Letter U allows us to begin again and to reset 
fix what was broken and move on in order to grow and share love freely with no blockages and with that it gives 
us the gift of the art of communication; 

• Communication (from Latin commūnicāre, meaning "to share") ; communication builds the circle of friendships 
and community! 

• Letter U is about all things circular, wheels, movement and communication moves ideas and a lot forward. It is 
the activity of conveying information through the exchange of ideas, feelings, intentions, attitudes, expectations, 
perceptions or commands, as by music, speech, non-verbal gestures, writings, behavior and possibly by other 
means such as electromagnetic, chemical or physical phenomena and smell. It is the meaningful exchange of 
information between two or more participants (machines, organisms or their parts).” 

• In this day and age, Social Networks are a huge part to connectivity and they are central to our communication. 

• We desire that our social sharing is controlled that our social media networking is healthy, abundant, rich, 
inspiring, alive, normally active and to be informative, source of wisdom, empowering, to be influential, 
instructive, to be a guide, stylish, relevant filled with beauty class elegance, to be entertaining, to be diverse 
interacting with people of all cultures and backgrounds, interconnected, a complete circle ⭕  ️and to be a 
storehouse of value to be an extension of love and historical infinite record. Social engagement and server of 
curiosity





Sharing Platforms:  
Social “Networks”

• Fb central chakra. Fire, twice click of middle finger and thumb & 7 up to finish 

• Twitter arm of power  

• LinkedIn brain chakra intellectual honor career torch bol  

• Reality & Television 📺  launchpad, entertainment and transitions. For 3 P’s promotion, propaganda 
and power. A bottomless tomb. Hunger, Satisfaction & Happiness 

• Telephone Whatsapp distance eliminator, Extension of hands, healing and unity purpose and love 

• Wordpress Address & consolidation 

• Pinterest style, taste regal and sound 

• Instagram brand & image  

• YouTube archives of growth and development 

• Music S media soul sounds



Services Of Social Platforms
• Kills distance & unites 

• Creates & Increase fame 

• Increase knowledge and information activism and causes 

• Invasive & transparent 

• create Safe helpline for community 

• Support movements 

• Increase contact 

• Provides addiction, Happiness & inspiration 

• Provides entertainment & advertising 

• Marketing 

• Music 

• Information 

• Provides revenues 

• Storehouse



2020  
The day of The Lord

• The return of the Lord - The day of The Lord  

• The first 7 years 2027 (Tribulation) 

• Army moving the wheel: 2033 year 14 

• Social Share 

• Social Connection 

• Social media 

• Social tomb 

• Social family, Friendships and Community



Sefirot “10” Decade 
• The Great Mother habits in the Tenth Heaven and She helps us begin every  decade or day. 

Now the Sefirot, Soter or Foter, or the African alpha its meaning emanations, are the 10 
attributes/emanations, through which Ein Sof (The Infinite) reveals Itself and continuously 
creates both the physical realm and the chain of higher metaphysical realms (Seder 
hishtalshelus). The term is alternatively transliterated into english as sephirot/sephiroth, 
singular sefirah/sephirah etc. 

• Alternative configurations of the sefirot are given by different schools in the historical 
development of Kabbalah, with each articulating different spiritual aspects.  

• The tradition of enumerating 10 is stated in the Sefer Yetzirah, "Ten sefirot of nothingness, 
ten and not nine, ten and not eleven".  

• As altogether eleven sefirot are listed across the different schemes, two (Keter and Da'at) 
are seen as unconscious and conscious manifestations of the same principle, conserving 
the ten categories.  

• The sefirot are described as channels of Divine creative life force or consciousness 
through which the unknowable Divine essence is revealed to mankind.





The Internal Flame: The Light
• The Ein Sof (lit: without end). Generally translated as ‘infinity’ and ‘endless,’ the Ein Sof represents the formless 

state of the universe before the self-materialization of God. In other words, the Ein Sof is the Great Mother God 
before She decided to become God the daughter as we now know Her. 

• The Sefirot are divine emanations that come from the Ein Sof in a manner often described as a flame.  

• The Sefirot emanate from above to below. As the first Sefira is closest to Ein Sof, it is the least comprehensible to 
the human mind, while in turn the last is the best understood because it is closest to the material world that 
humanity dwells on. 

• Sefirot literally means "counting, enumeration",  

• Sefer (פר), sippur ("recounting a story" - סיפור), sappir ("sapphire" - ספיר, "brilliance", "luminary"), sfar 
("boundary" - ספר), and sofer, or safra ("scribe" - ספרא, סופר).  

• The sefirot are ten emanations, or illuminations of The Great Mother God's Infinite Light as it manifests in Creation. 
As revelations of the Creator's Will (רצון rɔṣon), the sefirot should not be understood as ten different "gods" but as 
ten different channels through which the one God reveals Her will. 

• In later Jewish literature, the ten sefirot refer either to the ten manifestations of God; the ten powers or faculties of 
the soul; or the ten structural forces of nature. 

• The difference between the "Ma'Ohr" ("Luminary"-Divine essence) and the "Ohr" ("Light") She emanates, like the 
difference between the single body of the sun and the multiple rays of sunlight that illuminate a room



Description Of Sefirahs
• The first sefirah, Keter, describes the Divine superconscious Will that is beyond conscious intellect. 

•  The next three sefirot (Chokhmah, Binah and Da'at) describe three levels of conscious Divine Intellect. 

•  The seven subsequent sefirot (Chesed, Gevurah, Tiferet, Netzach, Hod, Yesod and Malkuth) describe the 
primary and secondary conscious Divine Emotions. 

•  Two sefirot (Binah and Malkuth) are feminine, as the female principle in Kabbalah describes a vessel that 
receives the outward male light, then inwardly nurtures and gives birth to lower sefirot. Corresponding to 
this is the Female Divine Presence (Hebrew: שְׁכִינָה, Shekhinah Glory).  

• Kabbalah explain the human soul as mirroring the Divine ; 

• ”God created man in Their own image, in the image of God She created them, male and female, and 
more widely, all creations as reflections of their life source in the sefirot. Therefore, the sefirot also 
describe the spiritual life of human beings, and constitute the conceptual paradigm in Kabbalah for 
understanding everything. This relationship between the soul of man and the Divine, gives Kabbalah 
one of its two central metaphors in describing Divinity, alongside the other Ohr (light) metaphor. 
Through this, the sefirot are related to the structure of the body and are reformed into partzufim 
(personas). Underlying the structural purpose of each sefirah is a hidden motivational force which is 
understood best by comparison with a corresponding psychological state in human spiritual 
experience.



CATEGORY SEFIRAH

Super-conscious 1 Keter - "Crown"

Conscious 
intellect

2 Chokhmah - "Wisdom"

3 Binah - "Understanding"


Conscious 
emotions

(Primary emotions:)

4 Chesed - "Kindness" 


5 Gevurah - "Misericord" 

6 Tiferet - "Beauty" 


(Secondary emotions:) 

7 Netzach - "Eternity" 

8 Hod - "Splendour" 


9 Yesod - "Foundation" 

(Vessel to bring action:) 

10 Malkuth - "Kingship




The Godhead

• Keter, the Crown, is the first sefirah. It is the superconscious intermediary between 
The Great Mother God and the other, conscious sefirot. Three different levels, or 
"heads", are identified within Keter.  

• The highest level of Keter is called "the unknowable head",  

• The second level is "the head of nothingness" (reisha d'ayin) and  

• The third level is "the long head" (reisha d'arich). These three heads correspond 
to the superconscious levels of faith, pleasure and will in the soul. 

• The plurality of the One God is a result of the spiritual evolution of God's light, 
which introduced a multiplicity of emanations from the one infinite Divine essence.  

• The difference between the "Ma'Ohr" ("Luminary"-Divine essence) and the 
"Ohr" ("Light") She emanates, like the difference between the single body of the 
sun and the multiple rays of sunlight that illuminate a room



Sefirah with Body Organs
1.  Keter - "Crown": Divine Will to create/Infinite Light of the Creator/the Hebrew name of God "Ehyeh Asher Ehyeh - I Am that I Am 

Organ:- Skull Encompassing crown Da'at elyon 

2. Chokhmah - "Wisdom": First unbounded flash of an idea before it takes on limitations/male light/Divine Reality/first revelation/creation 
from nothingness :- Right brain Brain 

3. Binah - "Understanding": the infinite flash of Chochmah brought into the vessel of understanding to give it grasp of breadth and depth/
feminine vessel that gives birth to the emotions/reason/understanding brings teshuva return to God:- Left brain and Heart 

4. Da’at - "Knowledge": Central state of unity of the 10 sefirot, also called the Tree of Life :- Central brain, Da’at tachton  

5.  Chesed - "Kindness": Loving grace of free giving/love of God/inspiring vision:- Right arm and 10 fingers included 

6. Gevurah - "Severity": Strength/judgment/intention/withholding/awe of God :- Left arm and 10 fingers included 

7. Tiferet - "Beauty": Symmetry/balance between Chesed and Gevurah in compassion :- Torso, Front Pnimiut-Internality and Back 
Hitzoniut-Externality 

8. Netzach - ".": 'perpetuity', 'victory', or ‘endurance’:- Right leg, 10 toes included and Right kidney 

9. Hod - "Splendor": Withdrawal/Surrender/sincerity :- Left leg, 10 toes included  and the Left kidney 

10. Yesod - "Foundation": Connecting to the task to accomplish/wholly remembering/coherent knowledge :- Sexual organ, Holy covenant 
and Male and female partzufim 

11. Malkuth - "Kingship": Female vessel for the pregnant nurturing of the male lights of the emotional sefirot into action/becomes the Keter 
Will source for any subsequent lower level in Creation/accomplishment/realization of the Divine Plan :- Mouth, Speech-revelation and Fee





The Three Pillars
• The sefiroth are organized into three discrete columns or gimel kavim ("three lines”) attributed to the 

vowels (Vav, Yud, and Heh.) They are as follow 

1.  Central column: 

• Kether heads the central column of the tree, which is known metaphorically speaking as the "Pillar of 
Mildness" and is associated with Hebrew letter Aleph, "the breath", and the air element. It is a neutral 
one, a balance between the two opposing forces of male and female tendencies. Some teachings 
describe the sefirot on the centre pillar as gender-neutral, while others say that the sefirot vary in their 
sexual attributions. 

2.  Right column, in Hebrew kav yamin: 

• Chokhmah heads the right column of the tree, metaphorically speaking the "Pillar of Mercy", 
associated with the Hebrew letter Shin, the fire element, and the male aspect; 

3.  Left column, in Hebrew kav smol: 

• The left column is headed by Binah and is called the "Pillar of Severity." It is associated with Hebrew 
letter Mem, the water element and the female aspect, of all the sefirot only Binah and Malkuth are 
considered female, while all the other sefirot are male. 

• Thus, Gevurah is feminine because it has an atonal finial Heh. Thus, Severity or Justice becomes a 
feminine attribute while Chesed (Mercy or Loving-kindness) becomes a masculine one.



The Hidden Knowledge

•The Tree of sefirot also has 
significance.  

•Between the 10 sefirot run 22 
channels or paths which 
connect them, a number which 
can be associated with the 22 
letters of the Hebrew alphabet.  

•Together the spiritual forces of 
the 10 sefirot and the 22 
connecting channels are called 
the "32 Paths of Wisdom".

https://plicc.org/2016/11/20/the-hidden-serpent-power/



 22 letter-paths
• There are three “Mothers” (Aleph, Mem, and Shin) that represent the horizontal lines. 

• There are seven “Doubles” (Bet, Gimel, Dalet, Kaf, Peh, Resh, and Tav) that represent the vertical 
lines. 

• Each double is attributed to a soft and hard sound, positive and negative meaning, direction, planet, 
gate of the soul, color, angels, and vowel. 

• Gimel, Dalet, Resh, and Tav’s second pronunciations are lost or disputed, with different dialects using 
different sounds. Tav has no second pronunciation in Sephardi, but Ashkenazi use a 's' sound when 
the dagesh is absent. 

• The twelve “Elementals” (Heh, Vav, Zayin, Chet, Tet, Yud, Lamed, Nun, Samech, Ayin, Tzaddi, and 
Qof) have one pronunciation, and represent the diagonal lines corresponding to the twelve zodiacal 
constellations. 

• The Mothers represent the three times “God made." 

• The Doubles represent the seven times “God saw." 

• The elementals (or singles) represent the rest of the times “God” is mentioned.



• "And The Beacon Of Light said, 'Let there be Light.' and there was Light." (Kether) 

• "And The Beacon Of Light said, 'Let there be a firmament in the midst of the Waters, and let it divide the Waters from the 
Waters." (Chockmah) 

• "And The Beacon Of Light said, 'Let the Waters under the heaven be gathered together unto one place, and let the dry land 
appear.' And it was so." (Binah) 

•  "And The Beacon Of Light said, 'Let the Earth bring forth grass, the herb yielding seed, and the fruit tree yielding fruit after his 
kind, whose seed is in itself, upon the earth.' And it was so." (Chesed) 

• "And The Beacon Of Light said, 'Let there be lights in the firmament of the heaven to divide the day from the night; and let them be 
for signs, and for seasons, and for days, and years: And let them be for lights in the firmament of the heaven to give light upon the 
earth.' And it was so." (Gevurah) 

• "And The Beacon Of Light said, 'Let the waters bring forth abundantly the moving creature that hath life, and fowl that may fly 
above the earth in the open firmament of heaven.'" (Tiferet) 

• "And The Beacon Of Light Blessed them, saying, 'Be fruitful, and multiply, and fill the waters in the seas, and let fowl multiply in the 
earth.'" (Netzach) 

• "And The Beacon Of Light said, 'Let us make People in our image, after our likeness: and let them have stewardship over the fish 
of the sea, and over the fowl of the air,and over the cattle, and over all the earth, and over every creeping thing that creepeth upon 
the earth.'" (Hod) 

• "And The Beacon Of Light blessed them and said to them, 'Be fruitful, and multiply, and replenish the earth, and keep it: and have 
stewardship over the fish of the sea, and over the fowl of the air, and over every living thing that moveth upon the earth.'" (Yesod) 

• "And The Beacon Of Light said, 'Behold, I have given you every herb bearing seed, which is upon the face of all the earth, and 
every tree, in the which is the fruit of a tree yielding seed; to you it shall be for meat. And to every beast of the earth, and to every 
fowl of the air, and to every thing that creepeth upon the earth, wherein there is life, I have given every green herb for meat.' And it 
was so." (Malchut)

22 Paths  
in 10 Utterances



Union Of The Holy One

• For the sake of the union of the Holy One, Blessed Be 
Her, and Her Shechinah; to unite the name The Beacon 
Of Light as the Yud and Hei, with Vav and Hei for the 
sake of all Africa-Israel, France and the Antarctica.



Tetragrammaton
• The four Hebrew letters of God's essential Divine name (known as the Tetragrammaton) 

correspond to the ten sefirot. 

1. The letter yud (י) is depicted by a point with a cusp at its head.The point-like nature of 
the yud corresponds to the sefirah of chochmah, which is likened to the initial spark, or 
point of potential through which a new insight enters reality. The cusp, or tip of the yud 
reaches upwards and alludes to the super-conscious root of chochmah, which resides in 
Keter.  

2. The first letter hei (ה) of the Tetragrammaton represents the expansion of the point of the 
'yud' into all three spatial dimensions. This corresponds to the sefirah of Binah, which 
expands and develops the seminal point of wisdom (chochmah) into a detailed idea.  

3. The letter vav (ו) resembles a vertical line that connects the higher intellectual faculties 
with the emotive powers of the psyche. The gematria of the letter vav is 6, 
corresponding to the six emotive sefirot from loving-kindness to foundation.  

4. The final letter hei (ה) of the Tetragrammaton represents the sefirah of malchut.



Tetragrammaton



Divine Name 
Tetragrammaton

THE CUSP OF THE 
YUD KETER

YUD ( Chochmah

HEI ( Binah

VAV (
six sefirot:


Chesed, Gevurah, 
Tiferet, Netzach, Hod, & 

Yesod


HEI ( Malchut



Finally “Letter U” & 
The Third Eye

• When we enter this gate of the “Letter U” we also get our endocrine system 
transformed by grace. 

• The endocrine system is host to the most important glands but even one more 
particular called the pineal gland which is a sit of God’s Spirit in one’s soul. It is 
often called the consciousness of the human soul.  

• Spirit (Air) is a field of magnet which attracts all that which we think about. 

• Pineal Gland stores whatever we place on it, when we start to remove the old 
garbage of bad thinking about self and start to fill it with righteousness values it 
also responds as such; it takes us to whatever the mind believes it has or 
whatever the soul believes it is. 

• The path of Re is a path of illumination and transformation of mind body and 
soul. Every Letter and every symbol of knowledge is given by the gift of grace to 
transform us beyond just life on earth but to eternity.

https://plicc.org/2018/12/11/the-idea-of-wealth/



Pineal Gland & the Endocrine 
System

• The endocrine system is a network of 
glands and organs located throughout the 
body. It’s similar to the nervous system in 
that it plays a vital role in controlling and 
regulating many of the body’s functions. 

• However, while the nervous system uses 
nerve impulses and neurotransmitters for 
communication, the endocrine system 
uses chemical messengers called 
hormones. 

• The endocrine system is responsible for 
regulating a range of bodily functions 
through the release of hormones. 

• Hormones are secreted by the glands of 
the endocrine system, traveling through 
the bloodstream to various organs and 
tissues in the body. The hormones then tell 
these organs and tissues what to do or 
how to function.



The glands of the Endocrine 
System

• Hypothalamus. While some people don’t consider it a gland, the hypothalamus produces multiple hormones 
that control the pituitary gland. It’s also involved in regulating many functions, including sleep-wake cycles, 
body temperature, and appetite. It can also regulate the function of other endocrine glands. 

• Pituitary. The pituitary gland is located below the hypothalamus. The hormones it produces affect growth and 
reproduction. They can also control the function of other endocrine glands. 

• Pineal. This gland is found in the middle of your brain. It’s important for your sleep-wake cycles. 

• Thyroid. The thyroid gland is located in the front part of your neck. It’s very important for metabolism. 

• Parathyroid. Also located in the front of your neck, the parathyroid gland is important for maintaining control of 
calcium levels in your bones and blood. 

• Thymus. Located in the upper torso, the thymus is active until puberty and produces hormones important for 
the development of a type of white blood cell called a T cell. 

• Adrenal. One adrenal gland can be found on top of each kidney. These glands produce hormones important for 
regulating functions such as blood pressure, heart rate, and stress response. 

• Pancreas. The pancreas is located in your abdomen behind your stomach. Its endocrine function involves 
controlling blood sugar levels. 

Some endocrine glands also have non-endocrine functions. For example, the ovaries and testes produce 
hormones, but they also have the non-endocrine function of producing eggs and sperm, respectively.



Some examples of bodily functions 
controlled by the endocrine system

• metabolism 

• growth and development 

• sexual function and reproduction 

• heart rate 

• blood pressure 

• appetite 

• sleeping and waking cycles 

• body temperature





Pineal Gland 1
• Pineal Gland Essentials: 

1. Of the endocrine organs, the function of the pineal gland was the last discovered. 

2. Located deep in the center of the brain, the pineal gland was once known as the “third eye.” 

3. The pineal gland produces melatonin, which helps maintain circadian rhythm and regulate 
reproductive hormones. 

• Anatomy of the Pineal Gland: Located near the center of the brain, the pineal gland is a very 
small organ shaped like a pine cone (which is where it gets its name). It’s reddish-gray and 
about 1/3 inch long. Pineal cells and neuralgia cells (which support the pineal cells) mainly 
comprise the gland. The pineal gland often appears calcified in x-rays, which is usually due to 
fluoride, calcium, and phosphorus deposits that build up with age. 

• Melatonin: The Pineal Gland Hormone: The pineal gland secretes a single hormone—melatonin 
(not to be confused with the pigment melanin). This simple hormone is special because its 
secretion is dictated by light. Researchers have determined that melatonin has two primary 
functions in humans—to help control your circadian (or biological) rhythm and regulate certain 
reproductive hormones.





Pineal Gland 2
• Circadian Rhythm:- Your circadian rhythm is a 24-hour biological cycle 

characterized by sleep-wake patterns. Daylight and darkness help dictate 
your circadian rhythm. Light exposure stops the release of melatonin, and 
in turn, this helps control your circadian rhythms. Melatonin secretion is 
low during the daylight hours and high during dark periods, which has 
some influence over your reaction to photoperiod (the length of day versus 
night). Naturally, photoperiod affects sleep patterns, but melatonin’s 
degree of impact over sleep patterns is disputed. 

• Reproduction: Melatonin blocks the secretion of gonadotropins (luteinizing 
hormone and follicle stimulating hormone) from the anterior pituitary gland. 
These hormones aid in the proper development and functioning of the 
ovaries and testes. The pineal gland’s full purpose is still a bit of a mystery. 
But research suggests that we’re getting closer to understanding the 
pineal gland—and more about the endocrine system as a whole.



STAND IN YOUR POWER
Morning Daily Blessing and Well wishes 

• May the idea of Wealth of our Goddess, the goodness and grace of our Goddess follow you and chase 
you all the days of your life. May the Light of Reason shine bright within you today. May the Divine 
Providence, Divine Order and Divine love flow freely in every area of your life. I bless you and I love you! 

STAND IN YOUR POWER!!!! 

!

!

!

Meilleurs voeux et Bonne chance 

• Puisse l'idée de richesse de notre Déesse, de bonté et de grâce de notre Déesse, te suivre et te chasser 
tous les jours de ta vie. Puisse la Lumière de la Raison briller en vous aujourd'hui. Que la Divine 
Providence, l'Ordre Divin et l'Amour Divin circulent librement dans tous les domaines de votre vie. Je te 
bénis et je t’aime 💝  

!

Restez En Votre Pouvoir!!!!


